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Abstract: The paper discusses some challenges caused by application of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies and Big Data analysis (BDA) in safety critical
domains such as Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), energy grids, health systems
and others. Concepts of safety and cyber safety considering security and cyber
security attributes for such applications are analysed. The methodological and
practical issues of implementing BDA and IoT systems and tools in context of
safety and security assessment and assurance are discussed. It’s suggested an
extended concept of IoT as a (X)Io(Y)Z, where X and Y are adjectives determining main required attribute (X) system and attribute (Y) of generalized
thing Z (business, cars, drones, etc). The benefits and limitations of application of BDA and IoT based technologies in safety critical systems are analysed
including possibilities of their use for avoiding, monitoring and minimizing
consequences of severe accidents. Limitations of BDA application are caused
by extensive nature of technologies for collecting and processing big data. Essentially such technologies aren’t green, safe and secure and it’s required deep
analysis of deficits, first of all, cyber security and safety before their usage.
The paper describes industrial cases, where IoT and BDA are applied such as
Internet of Drones based NPP accident monitoring system, IoT based monitoring and control system, system for prediction of software dependability. The
recommendations and limitations of BDA and IoT application in safety critical
systems are formulated.
Key words: Big Data, Internet of Things, Safety, Cyber Safety, Internet of
Drones, Accident Monitoring, Health System, Software Reliability
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Motivation
Information and communication technologies (IT) are, on the one hand, mean of dependability (reliability, availability, safety, security) assurance for systems for critical
and commercial domains, and, on the other hand, they are source of vulnerabilities,
faults and failures causing new security and safety related challenges and fatal effects
for critical infrastructures and business applications.
Influence of modern ITs and IT related paradigms becomes more and more challengeable, first of all, for safety critical systems such as:
- instrumentation and control systems (I&Cs) of nuclear power plants (NPPs),
- on-board and ground control and navigation systems of piloted aerospace and aviation complexes,
- railway signalling and blocking systems,
- automotive systems including vehicle to vehicle, vehicle to infrastructure,
- health monitoring and control systems and so on.
Failures and emergencies of safety critical systems as a rule are caused by several
reasons, combination of physical, design and interaction faults and human errors [1,2].
Physical faults are characteristic for hardware, design faults are characteristic for software (and programmable logics), interactive faults are consequences of physical and
information intrusions on hardware and software respectively.
To ensure dependability we have to analyze related possibilities and risks at the all
levels of a hierarchy “element-component-system-infrastructure” taking into account
interaction and interdependency in the vertical and horizontal dimensions [2-4]. Von
Neumann’s paradigm “reliable systems out of unreliable elements” [5] should be transformed considering challenges caused by application of modern ITs. Paradigm “dependable and safe infrastructure/system/component out of undependable and unsafe (or not
enough dependable and safe) systems/components/elements” is becoming more and more
important [6].
Besides, concept “IT for safety and security” should be added by “safe and secure
IT”. New technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data (BD) and others can
create new positive possibilities and challengeable deficits of cyber security and safety
and it’s required thorough analysis to search balance of key attributes and to take into
account limitations for their application.
1.2. Work related analysis
There are lot publications dedicated to aspects of safety and security in context of
Big Data (or BD bases analytics – BDA), IoT and other new conceptions and technologies. BDA and IoT are close conceptions, because IoT communications can be called a
circulatory system for collection and processing of (big) data. These publications related
to BDA/IoT can be divided on three groups:
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- publications about BDA/IoT where aspects of safety, security, dependability are
not defining and mentioned only [7,8];
- publications describing BDA/IoT based technologies as means to assure safety,
security, dependability of critical or non-critical systems [9-11];
- publications that analyse aspects of BDA/IoT safety, security, dependability as a
key problem. In this case the challenges and solutions for assessment and assurance of
BDA/IoT based systems safety, security, dependability are considered [12-13].
Importance of analysing problems which are crossing of “BD/IoT systems” and
“safety, security, dependability attributes” is confirmed by increasing of corresponding
references during 2017 (N17) and 2018 (N18) years. Table 1 contains parts related to
Internet references on pdf documents concerning fuzzy logic and artificial intelligence
(as a close domain to BD and IoT), big data and Internet of Things.
Keywords, pdf

fuzzy logic
fuzzy safety
fuzzy logic security
fuzzy logic dependability
artificial intelligence
artificial intelligence safety
artificial intelligence security
artificial intelligence reliability
artificial intelligence dependability
big data
big data reliability
big data safety
big data for safety
big data security
big data for security
big data dependability
Internet of Things
Internet of Things reliability
Internet of Things safety
Internet of Things security

Number of Internet
references (N17),
July 10, 2017
28 000 000
2 260 000
2 760 000
1 020 000
46 500 000
5 150 000
72 000 000
8 240 000

Table 1. Reference statistics
Number of Internet
N18/
references (N18),
N17
August 10, 2918
50 400 000
1.8
9 940 000
4.5
6 030 000
2.2
2 670 000
2.6
107 000 000
2.3
21 600 000
4.1
83 800 000
1.2
13 700 000
1.7

724 000

10 700 000

1.5

148 000 000
11 200 000
17 700 000

362 000 000
42 900 000
172 000 000
123 000 000
215 000 000
189 000 000
428 000
350 000 000
23 800 000
116 600 000
130 700 000

2.4
3.9
9.7
7.2
12.8
10.6
2.8
-

17 700 000
154 000
-

The following conclusions can be done basing on Table 1:
- number of references “BD/IoT – safety, security,…” has increased by a factor
N18/N17 = 1.2-12.8 during 2017-2018 years;
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- the most hot topics are “BD safety” and “BD for safety”, “BD security” and BD
for security”;
- topics “IoT safety”, “IoT security” have metrics values similar “BD safety” and
“BD security” .
Basing on analysis of publications it should conclude that systematic researches of
positive possibilities, restrictions and deficits of safety, security and dependability connected with application of BD and IoT are much needed.
1.3. The objective and structure
The objective of the paper is to analyse challenges, methodological issues and solutions in area of BDA and IoT application in point of view safety and security. Structure
are the following. Sections 2-4 discusses the methodological and practical issues of implementing BDA and IoT systems and tools in context of cyber security and safety assessment and assurance.
Section 2 generalises concepts of safety and cyber safety considering security and
cyber security attributes for critical applications. Section 3 discusses the benefits and
limitations of application of BDA and IoT based technologies in safety critical systems
including possibilities of their use for avoiding, monitoring and minimizing consequences of severe accidents. An extended concept of IoT is suggested and discussed in context
of safety and security in Section 4.
Industrial cases such as Internet of Drones based NPP accident monitoring system,
IoT based monitoring and control system, system for prediction of software dependability are described in Section 5. Section 6 concludes results and discusses The recommendations and limitations of BDA and IoT application in safety critical systems are formulated.
2. SAFETY AND CYBER SAFETY VIA CYBER SECURITY
Safety (Fig.1a) is an attribute defining how IT based (for example I&C) system (via
controlled object) influences on environment (other systems and objects with high value
of failure and people health or life), decreases risks and consequences of emergencies.
On the other side, failures of safety critical I&C can increase these risks, i.e. cause unsafe influence (red arrow) on information or/and physical environment [14]. Security
(computer security, cyber security) defines the degree of influence of information or
physical environment on system (blue arrow, Fig.1,b). Insecure influence of environment
on safety critical system can cause unsafe influence of system on environment (yellow
arrow, Fig.1,c).
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Fig.1. General models of safety (a), (cyber) security (b) and cyber safety (c)
In case when transition of system in unsafe state can be caused by attack via open
or partially open cyber space a concept “cyber safety” can be used. Other words, if safety of system depends on cyber security (as a part of information security) it’s justifiable
using of concept “cyber safety” (as a part of safety).
In general, unsafe behaviour of system can be caused by [14,15]:
- hardware anomalies (physical faults, manufacture design and physical faults,
vulnerabilities of hardware components attacked by intruders);
- software anomalies (design faults tolerated by changing data environment, for example, by restart; design faults which have to be eliminated by changing of software
code; faults caused by software ageing and vulnerabilities of software components attacked by intruders);
- FPGA anomalies similar hardware physical faults and software design faults, and
two types of hardware and software vulnerabilities;
- system anomalies (configuration and system vulnerabilities).
Cyber safety is very important methodological concept safety critical systems which
perform in cyber space and can be attacked by intruders.
3. BIG DATA FOR SAFETY AND SECURITY CRITICAL DOMAINS
3.1. Possibilities and risks of application of BDA for critical domains
Data can be collected in such systems by use of different sensors, storages and other
sources of information [16]. Table 2 shows possibilities and risks of BDA application in
critical domains.
Criticality
types
Safety
critical

Table 2. Possibilities and risks of application of BDA for critical domains
Domains
How (where)
Why can BD
Risks BDA apare BD made
be applied?
plication
available?
Nuclear InstruBy sensors and
To optimize
Safety (via securimentation and
I&C storage
maintenance
ty) risk
Control
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(NPP I&C)
Aviation onboard systems

Security/
Data
critical

By sensors and
OBS storage

To support decision making

Airport flight
control
systems (AFC)
Health (control)
systems

By sensors and
AFC storage

To support decision making

By patient erecord database
analysis

To support decision making

Health (monitoring, storage)
systems
Banking (access)

By patient erecord database
analysis
Banking database
and other data
analysis
Data storages
(Internet)

To support decision making

Security (privacy)
risk

To minimize
risk of access

Security (privacy)
risk

To minimize
risks and optimize results
To get the best
results
To minimize
risk

Security risk

To optimize
services

Security (money
loss) risk

Mission
critical

Space
(unpiloted)

Business
critical

Big R&D project
Banking
(charges)
E-commerce

Data storages
(Internet)
Banking database
and other data
analysis
Banking database
and other data
analysis

Safety (via security) risk,
Real time mode
Safety (via security) risk,
Real time mode
Safety (via security) risk,
Real time mode

Security (money
loss) risk
Security (money
loss) risk

BDA is used to achieve the following objectives:
- to minimize risks or avoid potentially dangerous situations;
- to support decision making in pre-accident and post-accident cases;
- to optimize services and maintenance of complex systems (similar NPP I&C
systems) and so on.
Main risks of BDA application are caused by two reasons:
- increasing of data capacity and additional possibilities to get unauthorized access to information;
- necessity of real time processing of huge data capacity to make decision or support decision making in time.
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3.2. Reasons of accidences and application of BDA
Main reasons of accidents are complexity of projects and design anomalies, human
errors and environment factors. Severe accidents are occurred if such reasons overlap in
time. It confirmed by results of analysis of accident reasons for different severe emergencies beginning of crash of the biggest Swedish ship Vasa in 1668 to Fukushima accident (Table 3).
More detailed description of accident reasons has been presented in [17]. Two questions and aspects of analysis are most interesting:
- are these accidents Black Swan? [18] Expert assessment of the accidents with
priority Yes/No is shown in Table 3;
- could BDA used to help to predict and avoid these accidents? BDA could be
used to support decision making for recovery after NPP accidents.
Table 3. Reasons of accidences and application of BDA
Accidents,
years
Vasa,
1668

Countries
Sweden

Complexity
issue
Yes/No

Design
anomalies
Yes

Titanic,
1912

UK

Yes

Yes

Three
Mile
Island,
1979
Challenger,
1986
Chernobyl,
1986
Fukushima,
2011

USA

No

Yes

USA

No

Yes

Ukraine

No

Yes

Japan

No

Yes

Human factors/
errors
Yes
(politics, overloading)
Yes
(business)
Yes
(violations of
rules and errors)
Yes
(business,
prestige)
Yes
(violations of
rules)
Yes (imperfect
management
during recovery)

Environment
Yes
(strong
wind)
Yes
(iceberg)
No

Is
it
Black
Swan?
No/Yes

Could
BDA
help?
No/Yes

Yes/No

No/Yes

Yes/No

Yes,
for
recovery

Yes
(wind)

No/Yes

No

No

Yes/No

Yes
(tsunami)

Yes/No

Yes,
for
recovery
Yes,
for
recovery

3.3. Application of BDA: pro and contra
Preliminary conclusions of application of BDA for safety critical systems are the
following.
Search, transmission, collection, processing of big data can be applied:
- to improve maintenance and avoid failures including techniques of predictive
analytics [19];
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- to predict and minimize risks of emergencies;
- to support decision making and decrease resources/costs for recovery accidents
and so on.
However, collecting and processing of huge data capacity can be
- useless, if required information and knowledge haven’t been got;
- unsafe/insecure, if additional vulnerabilities resulted from increased capacity of
data have been used for attacks and intrusions and cause obtaining secret/private information, fatal failures or accidents;
- energy-intensive, because BDA increases number of sensors, traffic intensity,
additional storage and so on.
Implementation of BDA technologies can be a reason of extensive development as:
- the probabilistic/deterministic methods and techniques based on “small” data
can provide more “fast” processing and receiving of information;
- “slow” traditional methods of processing of “big” data can be more effective;
- BDA based on artificial intelligence, Deep Learning requires big data to start
application. Such situation is similar to “snowball effect” and can be called a rule “big
data requires more big data”;
- big data can be more unsafe/insecure than “small” data for safety critical (noncritical) systems.
Partial question is the following: what is better more complex (for example, semiMarkov’s) model with inaccurate parameters calculated by use of big/”small” data or
more simple (Markov’s) model with accurate parameters calculated by use of
“small”/big data?
4. CONCEPT EXTENDING AND LIMITATIONS OF INTERNET OF
THINGS APPLICATION
To analyse IoT and IoT based systems safety and security issues definition of Internet of Things has to be specified. There are a lot of definitions [20]. In simplified view
they are formulated by the following ways:
IoT is a new technology…
IoT is a mix/joining of existed technologies…
IoT is a new idea joining of known and modern technologies…
The conclusion to be drawn that IoT is a paradigm of joining and parametrization of
a few technologies such as sensors, embedded and programmable devices, communications and cloud services).
IoT can be presented in general as
IoT  (X)Io(Y)Z ,
where (X) is an adjective determining main required attribute such as
X = {Dependable, Safe, Secure,…; Industrial,…};
I = Internet or Web; Web of Things (WoT) is known as well as IoT;
(Y) is an adjective determining actual attribute of things (Z),
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Y = {Dependable, Safe, Secure,…; Important, Intelligent,…};
Z = {Alphabet: A (Aqua,...), B (Business,...), C (Cars,...), D (Drones,...), ...}.
Considering that application of IoT is accompanied by increasing of nodes and
communications, increasing of transmitted data and, hence, increasing of threats, vulnerabilities, potential attacks and failures which can cause emergencies the following expressions, that are not strong mathematical formulas, describe these circumstances:
IoT = IoT (Internet of Things = Internet of Threats),
IoE = IoE (Internet of Everything = Internet of Emergencies).
According with [21] one of the ten main trends of IT development during next five
years will be problem of IoT security and safety. Through 2022, half of all security
budgets for IoT will go to fault remediation, recalls and safety failures rather than protection.
Hence, Von Neumann paradigm can be formulated for IoT application by following
way: safe/secure IoT based systems or computing out of unsafe (or not enough safe)/
insecure (or not enough secure) nodes and communications. There are a few separate
options of this expression depending on characteristics of nodes, communications and
cloud resources.
5. INDUSTRY CASES
Three industrial cases are described in this section. First and second cases are based
on Internet of Things technologies, third one is a supporting technique allowing to specify parameters for modeling.
5.1. Internet of drones based post NPP accidence monitoring system
A general structure and underlying principles for creating an IoT based multiversion post-severe NPP accident monitoring system is shown on the Fig.2 [22]. The
system consists of an Internet of Things (IoT S) subsystem, a single wired communication subsystem (Wire S), light and wireless communication subsystems (Li-Fi S and WiFi S) and three drone-based wireless subsystems (Drones, DF1, DF2). Drone fleet communicate with private cloud using IoT (DoT S1-S3 and IoT S). Thus sensors subsystems,
drone fleet and private cloud form Internet of Drones (IoD) system for accident monitoring with multi-version sensor and communication sybsystems.
System dependability has to be assessed taking into account three issues: reliability,
security and survivability.
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Fig.2. Internet of Drones based system for monitoring of severe NPP accident
Reliability block diagrams (RBD) for the system and its subsystems are based on
considerations of different variants of sensor, communication and decision making subsystems [15,23]. The probability of failure-free operation can be estimated and researched considering subsystem failure rates and various system configurations depending on strategy and procedures of drone fleet application [24].
Security assessment is based on vulnerability analysis of IoD subsystem and simulation of attacks on component and system vulnerabilities [25]. Survivability models are
described in [26].
5.2. Internet of mobile devices based health systems
Other case is a healthcare IoT system (Fig.3) [27]. The system has unified structure
and is designed to monitor and help to patients with diseases such as diabetics. The system components are a device with a reader, cloud, healthcare provider and communication channel.
Networked healthcare devices sense electrical, thermal, chemical, and other signals
from the patient’s body and inform about the physical and mental state. Such devices and
system as a whole are safety critical because a human's life depends on its performance.
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Fig. 3. Modeling of IoT based health system
To assess safety a few techniques are applied [28]:
- failure/attack trees to identify security problems of the IoT infrastructure;
- a few models of healthcare IoT system based on the queueing theory considering
dynamics of requests and publishing of vulnerabilities;
- multi-fragmental Markovian chains with fragments described by availability model of devices.
The models describe streams of the requests, hardware and software faults, attacks
on vulnerabilities and procedure of recovery by restart and eliminating of one or more
vulnerabilities.
5.3. BDA based prediction of software (SW) reliability and security
To assess safety and security of mentioned and other industrial systems it’s required
to parametrize developed models. Most complex task is parametrization of software reliability and security. Usually information to evaluate software failure rates is not enough
in frame of a company that develops and maintains a system [29]. The methodology of
software system reliability and security prediction can based on processing information
about software with similar attributes and metrics, which is extracted from BD storages
and vulnerability databases [30]. The technique to search of similar programs uses [31]:
- metrics of complexity and structure software, metrics of program language similarity. The metrics assess group and average deviation rates describing the software system similarity;
- software agent tool to search, collect and process data.
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The stage of SW reliability and security prediction and screenshots are shown on
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Principle and stage of BDA for software reliability and security prediction and
assessment
6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1. Discussion
New technologies create new possibilities for people and society, but bring new deficits of cyber security and safety. This conclusion concerns fully of technologies of Big
Data Analysis and Internet of Thing. Concept of cyber safety is important attribute for
these and other technologies applied in critical domains.
BDA can be used as a powerful tool for trustworthy assessment of safety and security. Industrial cases illustrate possibilities how IoT and BDA can be used to assure safety and security for critical systems and infrastructures. Besides, big data analysis techniques can tolerate challenges of inaccurate assessment of high availability systems assessment.
BDA makes it possible to improve maintenance and minimize risks of (fatal or prefatal) failures, support decision making and decrease resources/costs for recovery.
Limitations of BDA application are caused by extensive nature of technologies for
collecting and processing big data. There are several challenges for BDA application in
critical domains.
Some closure of safety critical domains causes restriction of multi-domain application of BDA. There is a problem “BD are not such big as they could be”; for example,
diversity application results and CCF statistics are not enough available for each other
[32].
Verification of BDA based techniques application. Independent verification and
validation is a strong requirement to safety critical systems creation process in nuclear
and other domains with high value of failure.
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BD based technologies are used for power saved/green applications. However,
BDA requires more and more resources. Hence, BDA has to become greener itself. It is
required to search of a balance between traditional “small” data based methods and
BDA.
6.2. Future research
There is common challenge for BDA and IoT: the more data and the more IoT
nodes and communications – the less security (confidentiality) and safety of systems. For
IoT and IoT systems Von Neumann’s paradigm should be specified and implemented as
“a secure IoT out of unsecure nodes, communications and clouds”.
Hence, important direction of future research is search of balance between “BDA
and IoT for system security and safety” and assurance of “security and safety of BDA
and IoT based systems” considering features of developed and operated systems, physical and cyber environment.
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